Abstract. Worldwide systems are increasingly growing into unprecedented complexity levels. This increase of system complexity has to be tackled with new control approaches, where decentralization is playing an important role and particularly the Multi-Agent Systems and Holonic Systems. Despite the benefits of this distribution, new problems arise such as the need for entities coordination. This paper proposes an innovative holonic multi-agent system architecture, named ADACOR 2 , which sets foundation on the already proved ADACOR architecture. This new control architecture is empowered by a two vector self-organization, called behavioural and structural self-organization. This paper describes the structural self-organization vector, particularizing the need for embedding in it learning techniques and nervousness stabilizer. A futuristic test bed, inspired in a real flexible-manufacturing system, is used to demonstrate the benefits of this vector in the architecture.
Introduction
Nowadays, problems' complexity has no parallel in past since the world complexity has grown into unprecedented levels. As examples, in avionics the system complexity has grown from the first airplanes to the nowadays state of the art airplanes, such as the Airbus A380, or in economics where an evolution from local economy to worldwide global markets has noticed. Complexity can also be found on diverse fields of modern society and range from telecommunications to economics or from health to ecosystems in nature. This amazing level of system complexity makes urgent the development of new solutions, methodologies and approaches to better tackle the current demands, such as controlling the chaotic behaviour that these systems may display. Also important to consider is to manage the butterfly effect present in such systems, where small changes in one part of the system can have a huge impact on the other side or at medium/long term. Manufacturing systems domain is also increasingly becoming more complex where a multitude of unexpected or unpredicted events are constantly appearing, such as rush orders, resources malfunctions, late changes requests, order cancelation/modification. The classical solution to solve these problems passes by the use of information and communication technologies and high processing power, usually using a centralized structure, where decision-making functions are centralized in one node that guarantees high levels of performance optimization. This is currently true for most of the control systems and in fact this approach still works pretty well if one assumes that the system is perfect in the sense that it doesn't have unexpected events. But, the truth is that nowadays industrial systems must deal daily with unexpected events and in that sense must promptly respond, effectively, to them. In this way, these traditional centralized approaches are unable to properly cope with these requirements due to its rigid structure.
One of the most consensual solutions to handle very dynamic and complex systems is the distribution of the processing capacity throughout the system by giving to individuals, more or less intelligent, the capacity to manage its local action space. In this approach, the global system's goals are achieved by cooperation, e.g. by means of information sharing or by the association of individual skills.
Several paradigms have risen to address these challenges, proposing distributed approaches, e.g. Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) and Holonic Systems (HS). MAS [1] derive from the artificial intelligence field and is built upon autonomous and cooperative entities called agents, which are intelligent and autonomous entities capable to take decisions based on local knowledge. HS got inspiration by the work of A. Koestler [2] and has several differences from the MAS such as the creation of stable intermediary states as a mean to achieve optimization or the notion of holarchy which is a mixture of heterarchical autonomous entities (like in MAS) and hierarchical organizations, possibly considering the use of recursivity. The elementary concept in a HS is the term holon, proposed by Koestler, which derives from the Greek word holos which means whole and the suffix on that suggests a part like in proton. Another key difference between HS and MAS is that a holon can easily be designed as the integration of a physical with an informational part, facilitating the design of more real time and control-based approaches.
Detailing into manufacturing systems, these two paradigms, particularly MAS applications, have been used in the past in several different applications (see for example the surveys [3, 4] ). One example, of a Holonic Manufacturing System, is the PROSA reference architecture, which defines the basic holons that a manufacturing system must have as also their basic interactions. Other example is the ADACOR (ADAptive holonic COntrol aRchitecture for distributed manufacturing systems) architecture [5] , that proposes an adaptive production control system that switches from a stable state, where the system is organized in a hierarchical approach to achieve optimization, to transient state, where the control is passed into the lower level entities for a prompt response to disturbances. This binary state has shown very
